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ABSTRACT 

This research explores the field of domestic violence and housing as a wraparound solution. I 

explore the history of Oregon, the stressors of the ‘care industry’ and organizational theories 

pertaining to Group Behavior, Teams & Conflict as well as Organizational Development. 

Through this research of organizational psychology in reference to not for profit agencies there 

has been identified the need to further invest in our agency continuing its relationships with dv 

service providers.    

Oppressed systems serving oppressed clients 

 The women’s movement of the 70’s is no more! The empowered women’s movement 

which created such drastic change in the field of social work, victims’ rights and social equality 

is no longer the backbone of upcoming generations. 

I am the tail end of a generation that remembers gender inequality. In my children’s 

lifetime women have always been the Secretary of State, women have always worked in male 

dominated fields and men are single or stay at home dads.  

Historically Multnomah & Clackamas County have been at the forefront of the victim’s 

rights movement. In 1974 the first victim’s assistance program in the State of Oregon began in 
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the District Attorney’s office of Multnomah County. Multnomah County had the 2nd nationwide 

victims focused prosecutorial movement with Clackamas County following two years later. 

These District Attorney’s offices were leaders on a national level of protecting a victim’s identity 

in newspapers and court documents, allowing women in the courtroom to testify against their 

abuser or perpetrator, and they were also the national leader is having victim’s advocates.  

Victim’s advocates are trained & certified to attend court hearings with victims. 

Advocates walk victims through the victim notification network (should their bad guy be 

released from jail or prison), to inform them of resources for healing, to shelter them from the 

informal and often times impersonal judicial system.  

Multnomah County and Clackamas County have a strong history of working to empower 

women and keep them safe. There are over ten shelters in Multnomah County and there is one in 

Clackamas County. The funding stream for domestic violence is doled out via a committee at the 

State level. Representatives from County agencies sit on a 10 seat council and the funds are 

distributed on the basis of seats held by county representatives. Multnomah County has three 

seats and Clackamas County has one. This funding system was created twenty years ago when 

the populations in the two counties were vastly different than what they are today. As of 2009 

Multnomah County had 700,000 plus residents and Clackamas County has 300,000. The 

population per capita is shifting and the seats held on the council are not reflecting this 

demographic shift.  

The level of care required by many clients increased concomitant with cuts in levels of 

funding and numbers of staff (Baines 158). In our area we have the Tri-County meeting of 

domestic violence service providers. This meeting is what I refer to as the Girls Club. It is made 
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up of Directors and the front line of support services staff. Each agency devotes over 75% of 

their budget to domestic violence services, receives funding from federal and state government 

and ignores all other co-occurring circumstances. The co-occurrence of substance abuse and 

domestic violence runs at a prevalence rate of 85% of clients seeking domestic violence services 

report addiction histories or their partner has a history of addiction. The leader of the Girls Club 

has been in her position for over twenty years and is of the old regime: in her tenure she has 

implemented a non-compete clause for all agencies belonging to the tri-county network. This 

non-compete clause coupled with the discrepancy of seats held on the State committee has 

caused a competition of funds and resources at a level that resembles starving wolves fighting for 

the bones of their last meal. A frenzied and ruthless political environment in care work serving 

multitudes of hurt, abused, homeless and addicted families has created well-meaning women 

staff and the programs to undermine one another. This undermining of women staff and their 

agencies has resulted in abused women being perpetually victimized characterized by the 

enabled victim who is unable to escape the cycle and move into being a survivor.  

The central determinant of mental well-being is the social dis/advantage people 

experience as a direct consequence of intersectionality - multiple and interconnected structural 

and political neighborhood characteristics. In contrast political intersectionality highlights how 

the political interests of various groups within neighborhoods are obscured and sometimes 

jeopardized by political dialogue, legal directives and government policies that ignore or 

suppress issues of group-related disadvantage. The structural and political characteristics of 

neighborhoods encompass a social location best described as intersectionally advantaged or 

disadvantaged with significant implications for the trauma-PTSD process (Samuels-Dennis, 

Ford-Gilboe, Wilk, Avison & Ray 605). Our non-profit provides alcohol and drug free housing 
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for domestic violence survivors: our role is to train on the housing model, create an environment 

of financial self-sufficiency, and encourage peer delivered services. We are the premiere 

provider of this type of housing in Oregon and are very knowledgeable about it. Before we even 

open a house we seek houses in nice neighborhoods, near schools & parks where a sense of 

community is already established. The peer delivered support services model is very effective in 

encouraging long term recovery, individualized growth and a reduction in participant isolation. 

Isolation is one of the earmarks of addiction, trauma, or mental health issues: our peer based 

housing has a system built in for members to actively participate in their community vis a vis 

their housing success.  

A current theory with the domestic violence providers is that housing alone isn’t adequate 

for women escaping domestic violence. It has been stated that rather than receive housing that 

doesn’t cater to their victimization they shouldn’t receive housing at all. This sentiment is held 

by women in positions of power whose agencies are responsible for ending the cycle of domestic 

violence. Women, upon leaving a domestic violence shelter, often have no further housing 

options so they relapse or go back to their abusive partners and the traumatic cycle continue. Our 

method of approaching the dv providers was to form an advisory committee to help us navigate 

survivor specific housing. We took our standard house expectations and converted them to rights 

and responsibilities as negotiation through the advisory process. The expectations work and the 

housing itself have the capacity to take off: we are in two counties and moving into two others by 

midyear. We are doing the first post crisis housing in the nation and we are being scrutinized 

thoroughly. We are ready to exit the advisory process while the providers are increasingly 

interested in maintaining a regular meeting to discuss dv services as a whole in the tri-county 

area. The problem is the rumors around our “rapid expansion”, our lack of experience with those 
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who identify trauma as their primary issue (as opposed to our 76 % of primary addictive 

identifiers who are in recovery from trauma or domestic violence), and doubts in the funding and 

provider circle that victims are capable of sustaining peer based housing to obtain long term 

recovery from violence. My fear is that exiting the advisory process will substantiate these 

rumors. Rumor Theory and recent findings lead us to believe that, when people have interests in 

situations for which information is incomplete, practically all rumors go through three stages. 

The stages are as follows: Generation, Evaluation, and Dissemination. We can tackle this by 

either preventing the rumors (staying involved in the committee and establishing trust and 

reducing credulity) or by neutralizing the rumors (ignore the rumors, confirm any shred of truth, 

or refute the rumors effectively) (Difonzo, Bordia, Rosnow 51-59). 

These providers are strong leaders in their fields. The old regime of Executive Directors 

and DV Coordinators are retiring and the new school of thought replacing them has the potential 

to shift the focus of domestic violence services to encompass a wraparound services model 

which would include peer support specialists working in the community. As with any managerial 

transition there are those who are for or against the new leaders in power and any changes that 

come with managerial transition. According to researchers Rolf Van Dick, Giles Hirst, Michael 

Grojean and Jan Wieseke who published Relationships between leader and follower 

organizational identification and implications for follower attitudes and behavior: There is 

consistent evidence that social identification leads to greater efforts on behalf of the group. As 

leaders are also members of the groups they lead, there is no reason to assume that identification 

would not serve as a motivator to act on behalf of the group’s interests for leaders. They will 

seek to enhance the status of their group, by demonstrating consistency and persistence in 
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striving to fulfill collective goals even in the absence of personal benefits (Journal of 

Organizational and Occupational Psychology).   

 We work in a community that thrives on relational affiliation. In the caring field it is of 

the utmost importance to build effective communication and to have established trust with others 

working in this field. In the petty politics and policies of the funding committee, the advisory 

committee and the providers meeting there isn’t a lot of agency trust or communication. I see 

anecdotally that there is an established bond amongst staff due to the continuation of working in 

the field. However this doesn’t play out at the agency or managerial level. Our role as a 

newcomer has opened up these avenues of communication. We have asked the agencies similar 

questions to the ones that Thad Green establishes as the key first step to building trust and 

increasing motivation in his article Create an Environment That Promotes Confidence, Trust and 

Satisfaction to Motivate Employees: Do you know what is expected? Do you think what’s 

expected is attainable? Can you do what is being asked of you and can you do it on time? While 

these providers are not our employees they are public trust employees who work for other non-

profit organizations. L.T. Hosner, Professor Emeritus of Corporate Strategy at University of 

Michigan frames organizational trust as mutually productive exchanges of resources that 

depended upon personal trust, as well as formal social mechanisms that are designed to ensure 

trustworthy conduct. Organizational trustworthiness is evidenced in the likelihood of unfair 

advantages or broken promises (Hosner 379). Ongoing communication with these agencies will 

serve to strengthen the housing that we offer because they will view our organization as having 

integrity.  
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 To change the organizational culture throughout these agencies it need not be time 

consuming nor present as a mission creep for our agency. This requires a detailed plan and 

effective methods of implementation; Step 1: Evaluate the organization’s current situation to 

determine a strategy. Check. Step 2: Secure support from the top of the organization. This is a 

work in progress. Step 3: Identify and select change agents. Check. Step 4: Organize participants 

and resources. Step 5: Implement a well-orchestrated campaign. We aren’t there yet. Step 6: 

Develop recommendations for management and obtain management’s response. Possibly not 

applicable to various agency entities. Although the resistance to any change movement is greater 

in a non-profit because of the high emotional involvement and stressful workloads of those 

involved these steps can face the objective of changing the agencies culture (Tsay & Turpin 64).  

 Historically these agencies and their employees have been underfunded and overworked. 

There are high levels of burnout with frequent staff turnover. The only bright spot from an 

organizational perspective is that the benefits tend to be very good. Furthering the trust amongst 

agencies by creating clear and set performance factors and responsibilities we are capable of 

shifting the entire culture of dv agencies to consider peer based, democratic and self-sufficient 

housing as part of the solution to ending the cycle of domestic violence.   
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